
SC bike Series



the best athletes 

made better
The world’s top cyclists rely on Stages Cycling to train, improve, and ultimately, 

to win. Our power measurement systems have helped riders win championships in 

all disciplines at all levels. While professional cyclists use our tools to shave seconds,  

any athlete can get more from their workout with the precision of training with power.

LET’s RIDE.
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an indoor bike 
that rides like 
a bike

World-class bikes were once found 

only on the open road. Stages Cycling 

changes everything with the SC Series 

of studio bikes. The smooth ride, easy 

adjustment, and of course, our Stages 

Power Meter is available for your 

cycling studio. This state-of-the-art 

bike is easy to maintain and provides a 

vehicle to improve the fitness of every 

rider, and the health of every club.
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Unlike most fitness equipment power meters, Stages Power Meter is 
born from the needs of top professional cyclists. The Stages Power 
Meter captures the rider’s force at the bike’s crankarm, for accuracy 
to within +/-2.5% of actual output. Whether you’re counting 
calories or logging in-depth interval statistics, Stages Power 
technology provides the most accurate results, ensuring the truest 
rankings even in the critical group display mode.

Stages Power technology provides the most accurate results, ensuring 
the truest rankings in even the most competitive group display workout. 
Now studio riders can benefit from the precision of training with power 
— because improvement begins with the right information.

Stages Cycling engineers and assembles its power meters in a one-
of-a-kind fabrication facility in Boulder, Colorado. This hands-on 
attention to quality and precision ensures every meter achieves the 
same level of accuracy as we claim. 

• The benchmark in accurate power measurement for indoor cycling 

• The only indoor bike featuring Stages Power meter technology 
developed and refined in the professional peloton 

• Data capture via Bluetooth 4.0 or ANT+™ enabled sport devices 
(iOS and Android compatible) 

• 2000+ hours battery life via two standard AA batteries

stages power meter The most accurate, lightest weight measurement 
tool in cycling is changing the way we train.

Consistency and precision built in.knowledge 
is power

This product is ANT+™ certified.

Visit www.thisisant.com/directory

for compatible products and apps.
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Stages SprintShift enables instantaneous macro-level 
resistance changes without incessantly turning a dial. 

Start things off in first position and gradually shift up through 
intervals, or dump all resistance for maximum recovery after a 
tank-emptying effort. Stages SprintShift gives indoor cyclists 
instant control with our unique three-stage lever and custom 
workload settings.

• Instantaneous macro-level resistance change at the flick of a switch 

• Add or drop resistance quickly and easily, without sacrificing 
custom micro adjustments 

• Simplify your class with Stages SprintShift 

• Perfect for HIIT workouts

control performance

stages SprintShift stages ecoscrn display 

Our state-of-the-art console doesn’t just 
display a rider’s power output. It uses it.

Running on power generated by the rider, our unique Stages EcoSCRN 
display gives cyclists the incentive they need to keep pedaling - more 
data. The always-on backlight makes it easy to track numbers under 
any lighting conditions and vision-distorting efforts.

• Dyno-powered console for SC3 

• No batteries needed - saves time and money 

• Transfers ANT+™ workout data to a standard USB drive 

• Easy-read display under any type of studio lighting

earned Ecoscrn time
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stages fitstages carbonglyde

Precision fit range and quick adjustment 
functions set indoor riders up for their next 
best performance.

The most efficient inddoor cycling drive train  
also delivers the most natural road feel.

Two minutes. That’s all it takes to dial in the ideal FitLoc-activated 
height adjustments. By combining road bike geometry with our 
RoadBar handlebar, StagesFit puts you in perfect position for 
whatever the day’s ride calls.

• The industry’s fastest adjustment system for handlebar and 
seat height adjustment - 5 times faster than standard twist-
to-lock systems 

• Proprietary FitLoc adjustment system (patent-pending) creates 
a quick, comfortable and secure ride 

• RoadBar offers more position options than traditional indoor 
bullhorn handlebars

To the seasoned rider the difference between outdoor and indoor  
training can make all the difference. Until now. The Stages CarbonGlyde 
System employs the Gates® Carbon Drive™ carbon fiber belt 
to deliver the most realistic outdoor road feel with none of the 
traditional chain drive maintenance–potentially saving owners 
thousands on every bike.

• Gates® Carbon Drive™ carbon fiber belt is backed by Stages' 
unparalleled 10-year warranty 

• More efficient, easier to adjust and longer wearing than the 
inferior poly-v belts on the market 

• 5:1 gear ratio and perimeter weighted high-inertia flywheel 
completes the drive system for incredibly smooth pedaling across 
all power levels

peak position in seconds
experience outdoor
training, indoors
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Session after session, our SC bikes provide a noticeably 
smoother ride than any competitive product. Built from 
aluminum with a focus on stability, they are designed 
to emulate the feel of freshly cured asphalt that every 
cyclist yearns for. SC bikes may just be the finest studio 
bike you’ll ever ride.

Ergonomically fit, and engineered with an eye toward 
simplicity and function, the SC3 also seamlessly and  
wirelessly connects to your technology. That’s because  
the SC3 isn’t just a finely-crafted machine. It’s the only 
indoor studio bike that comes standard with a Stages 
Power Meter and self-generating EcoSCRN display. 

Standard: Stages Power Meter, SprintShift, Stages 
Power console with EcoSCRN Display, CarbonGlyde,  
StagesFit with FitLoc, RoadBar, StagesLink

Optional: Stages Tri/Aero Bar, weight rack, phone/ 
tablet holder

The SC2 offers the same foundation and 
engineering as the SC3, only without the Stages 
Power Meter and EcoSCRN Display.

Standard: SprintShift, CarbonGlyde, StagesFit with 
FitLoc, RoadBar, StagesLink

Optional: Stages Power Meter and Stages Power 
standard console, Stages Tri/Aero Bar, weight 
rack, phone/tablet holder

*SC2 comes without the Stages Power Meter and EcoSCRN Display 
self-generating dyno-powered console but can be upgraded with  
the Stages Power Meter and a standard battery powered console.

sc3 sc2two models.
one great ride.
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stages cycling university scu

Making Rock Stars out of your instructors.

Standard Instructor Training

• Instructor Essentials: Our flagship 9-hour course focused 
on best practices and the art of cue-mmunication 

• 3-Hour Power: A quick tutorial on all the basics to get your 
studio up and running 

• Technology Integration Education: Group display or individual 
rider apps - all the tools to run a well-wired session 

• Power Profile Bundle: Full workouts mapped out and ready 
to go, either in paper, audio or device-driven formats

The most advanced equipment requires the knowledge to use it, 
and in turn makes average instructors into masters of their domain.

Next Stage Instructor Training

• Stage 2 Advanced Power Training: Use power metrics for 
deep dive, pro-style training 

• Stage 2 Trainer Road Special Edition: That moment when 
every rider is in perfect sync with his or her optimal power 
performance. Target power gets you there. 6- and 9-hour 
courses available 

• Stage 2 Performance IQ Special Edition: All the highlights 
from our essential instruction combined with the 
technical knowhow of our Performance IQ. 6- and 9-hour 
courses available

Stages Cycling offers seven unique training opportunities tailored to any size staff or workout facility.
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stages link protocol & partner programs

A Transfer of Power
From the crank to console, to an athlete’s personal device, we provide all the latest data in  
a neat, user-friendly format.

Partner Perks:

Stages—Performance IQ 

• Stages Cycling Performance IQ platform 

• All-time Leaderboards available only to Stages  
Cycling customers 

• Maximize Performance IQ investment with the Next 
Stage Instruction 

• Up the competition with the most accurate stats and 
consistent user experiences

Stages—TrainerRoad

• Stages Cycling TrainerRoad platform 

• Make it easy to ride with power. TrainerRoad Special 
Edition training for the Next Stage Instructor 

• Join the Stages Cycling Trainer Road team and receive our 
latest TrainerRoad workouts

Stages conveniently links to various data capture devices and third party apps for iPhones, iPads, Android mobile devices,  
and most ANT+™ Sport devices, as well as offering .csv data files via standard USB. Additionally, Stages has partnered with  
both Performance IQ and TrainerRoad to provide some unique opportunities.
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WWW. STAGESINDOORCYCLING.COM

SUPPORT

Support@StagesIndoorCycling.com
800-717-8076

SALES AND ADMINISTRATION

1732 NW Quimby Suite 250
Portland, OR 97209

PRODUCTION AND DESIGN

3090 Sterling Cir Ste 102
Boulder, CO 80301

Product Specifications
BIKE MODEL SC3 SC2

Warranties:

Other

Optional Equipment

Mechanical System Warranty: 3yrs

Labor Warranty: 1yr

Wear Item Warranty: 6mos

Frame Warranty: 15yrs

Transport wheels, integrated water bottle holders

Gates® Carbon Drive™ Belt Warranty: 10yrs

Tri/Aero Bar, weight rack, instructor phone/tablet holder

Frame Material

Drive System

Frame Construction

Resistance System

Frame Finish

Frame Color

Assembly Hardware

Geometry Adjustment System

User Fit Range

Flywheel

Pedals

Handlebar

Direct Force Power Compatible

Crank Q-Factor

Power Measurement System

Maximum User Weight

Racing Bicycle grade 6061-T6 aluminum alloy 

CarbonGlyde featuring Gates® Carbon Drive™ belt

Advanced Hydro and Air formed tubing, TIG weld

Magnetic Eddy Current with SprintShift resistance lever,  
micro-adjust resistance knob, and emergency push-to-stop 

Industrial powder coat

Steel Blue

Stainless Steel

StagesFit with FitLoc; height and fore-aft adjustible

4’10” to 6’10”

High-Inertia, cast iron perimeter weighted

Dual sided with Clips and SPD compatible Clipless

Aluminum Stages RoadBar 

Stages Power meter equipped

158mm

Standard Equipment: Stages Power meter, Stages EcoSCRN  
Console with self-generating power source

350lbs

Racing Bicycle grade 6061-T6 aluminum alloy 

CarbonGlyde featuring Gates® Carbon Drive™ belt

Advanced Hydro and Air formed tubing, TIG weld

Magnetic Eddy Current with SprintShift resistance lever,  
micro-adjust resistance knob, and emergency push-to-stop 

Industrial powder coat

Steel Blue

Stainless Steel

StagesFit with FitLoc; height and fore-aft adjustible

4’10” to 6’10”

High-Inertia, cast iron perimeter weighted

Dual sided with Clips and SPD compatible Clipless

Aluminum Stages RoadBar 

Stages Power meter compatible

158mm

Compatible with Stages Power meter and standard battery  
powered console

350lbs

Mechanical System Warranty: 3yrs

Labor Warranty: 1yr

96lbs

24.5”Wx43.5”L (Max Length: 49.7”)

Product Weight

Product Dimensions

95lbs 

24.5”Wx43.5”L (Max Length: 49.7”)

Wear Item Warranty: 6mos

Frame Warranty: 15yrs

Transport wheels, integrated water bottle holders

Gates® Carbon Drive™ Belt Warranty: 10yrs

Tri/Aero Bar, weight rack, instructor phone/tablet holder
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Designed  
by Cyclists. 
Preferred 
by trainers.
Powered  
by You.


